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Abstract
Background: Previous epidemiological investigations of associations between dietary glycemic intake and insulin
resistance have used average daily measures of glycemic index (GI) and glycemic load (GL). We explored multiple
and novel measures of dietary glycemic intake to determine which was most predictive of an association with
insulin resistance.
Methods: Usual dietary intakes were assessed by diet history interview in women aged 42-81 years participating in
the Longitudinal Assessment of Ageing in Women. Daily measures of dietary glycemic intake (n = 329) were
carbohydrate, GI, GL, and GL per megacalorie (GL/Mcal), while meal based measures (n = 200) were breakfast,
lunch and dinner GL; and a new measure, GL peak score, to represent meal peaks. Insulin resistant status was
defined as a homeostasis model assessment (HOMA) value of >3.99; HOMA as a continuous variable was also
investigated.
Results: GL, GL/Mcal, carbohydrate (all P < 0.01), GL peak score (P = 0.04) and lunch GL (P = 0.04) were positively
and independently associated with insulin resistant status. Daily measures were more predictive than meal-based
measures, with minimal difference between GL/Mcal, GL and carbohydrate. No significant associations were
observed with HOMA as a continuous variable.
Conclusion: A dietary pattern with high peaks of GL above the individual’s average intake was a significant
independent predictor of insulin resistance in this population, however the contribution was less than daily GL and
carbohydrate variables. Accounting for energy intake slightly increased the predictive ability of GL, which is
potentially important when examining disease risk in more diverse populations with wider variations in energy
requirements.

Background
The glycemic index (GI) and glycemic load (GL) are
measures of dietary glycemic carbohydrate designed to
quantify the rate of digestion and absorption of carbohydrate foods, therefore representing the ability of foods
to raise blood glucose concentrations. Derived empirically from feeding studies in humans, the GI is a ranking of the postprandial blood glucose response
expressed as a percentage of the response to a reference
food (glucose or white bread) containing the same
carbohydrate content [1]. Both GI and amount of
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carbohydrate influence postprandial glucose and insulin
excursions, and the GL incorporates both the GI and
carbohydrate content of the food to improve the predictive ability of the measure by taking serve size into
consideration [2]. Foods higher in GI, carbohydrate or
GL result in greater postprandial increases in blood
glucose and insulin concentrations [3].
Persistent hyperglycemia from high glycemic carbohydrate diets may contribute to excess insulin secretion
and subsequent reduced beta-cell function, potentially
leading to insulin resistance and diabetes [4]. However,
the long-term metabolic impact of sustained low dietary
glycemic intakes in practical prevention of these conditions is controversial [5]. A meta-analysis showed that
diets with a high GI or GL independently increased the
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risk of type 2 diabetes by 40% and 27%, respectively [6],
although not all studies were supportive [7-9] and the
American Diabetes Association has stated that there is
insufficient information to claim that diets lower in dietary glycemic intake reduce diabetes risk [10]. Further, it
is not yet clear whether low GI or GL diets have any
added advantage over low carbohydrate diets, or
whether diets with a high amount of carbohydrate from
low GI foods have more metabolic benefits than one of
similar GL with a low amount of carbohydrate from
high GI foods [11]. In people with type 2 diabetes, a
comparison of low carbohydrate versus low GI diets
found subjects following the diet lower in carbohydrate
showed greater improvements than those on the low GI
diet, although both diets resulted in improvements in
glycemic control [12].
A possible limitation of previous observational studies
has been the use of average daily measures of GI and
GL. Implicit in the use of these measures is the assumption that development of insulin resistance is most likely
associated with the dietary glycemic potential averaged
over the day. However, this measure can conceal variations in glycemic peaks at different meal times. The risk
of complications associated with elevated blood glucose
and insulin concentrations may be more dependent on
the magnitude of postprandial excursions in blood glucose per meal, described as hyperglycemic spikes [13],
rather than the average daily glycemic response.
We hypothesised that a measure that accounted for
peaks in meal glycemic carbohydrate would be a stronger predictor of insulin resistance than measures averaged over the day. To test this hypothesis, we explored
alternative measures of dietary glycemic carbohydrate,
including a new measure, the GL peak score, to determine which had the strongest cross-sectional association
with insulin resistance in a group of older women. To
our knowledge, no prior epidemiological studies have
compared the associations between insulin resistance
and dietary glycemic carbohydrate on a daily and meal
basis.

Methods
Study population

Subjects were 511 women aged 42-81 years participating
in the Longitudinal Assessment of Ageing in Women
(LAW), an age-stratified, multidisciplinary study conducted at Royal Brisbane and Women’s Hospital in Brisbane, Australia. Details have been published previously
[14]. Data for the current study were collected in year
three of LAW. Subjects were excluded from the study if
they were confirmed by the study clinician to have diabetes based on self-report, use of medication, and/or
fasting glucose concentrations (>6.0 mmol/L) [15]. Subjects were also excluded if less than 85% of their
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carbohydrate intake could be allocated a GI value, if
energy intake was unfeasible (ratio of estimated energy
intake to estimated energy expenditure of <0.76) [16,17],
or if they did not provide a fasting blood sample. Study
procedures were approved by the Human Research
Ethics Committees of Queensland University of Technology and Royal Women’s Hospital. Subjects gave
informed written consent.
Assessment of dietary intake

Usual dietary intake was assessed by a dietitian during a
standardised diet history interview. This method can
also assess the pattern of food intake throughout the
day, provide an opportunity for the dietitian to clarify
issues, and is an appropriate method for investigating
associations with retrospective dietary intake and
chronic disease status [18,19]. Subjects described the
amount and type of foods and drinks consumed in a
typical month over the previous six months. Details
were obtained on the pattern of food intake throughout
the day, with a special focus on carbohydrate-containing
items, including brand names and preparation methods.
Food models and measuring displays were used to assist
in determination of usual serve sizes. Data were analysed
using the Foodworks dietary analysis program (Professional Version 4.00, Xyris Software, Brisbane) and the
Australian Food and Nutrient Database, combined with
a customised GI database comprising published and
estimated GI values [20,21]. GI values were able to be
allocated to 89% of the total carbohydrate consumed.
Dietary glycemic intake was assessed using nine measures: carbohydrate as a percentage contribution to total
energy (carbohydrate percentage), carbohydrate (g/day),
dietary GI, GL, GL per megacalorie (GL/Mcal), breakfast
GL, lunch GL, dinner GL and GL peak score. Previous
analyses of the data showed a significant association
between GL and insulin resistance but no significant
association with GI [22]. Therefore, the focus of this
paper was on alternative measures of GL.
Dietary GI was calculated as the product of the GI
and carbohydrate content for each food or beverage,
summed for all items consumed and divided by total
carbohydrate intake. GL was calculated as the product
of the GI and carbohydrate content for each food or
beverage, summed for all items [1]. GL/Mcal was calculated by dividing GL by total energy intake in megacalories. To calculate GL peak score, breakfast, morning
tea, lunch, afternoon tea and dinner/supper meal GL
values were averaged to give a mean meal GL for each
subject. GL peaks were identified as GL meal values that
were above the mean, and the GL peak score was calculated as the sum of the differences between each GL
peak and the mean meal GL. For example, if average
meal GL values are 5, 0, 9, 1 and 10 for breakfast,
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morning tea, lunch, afternoon tea and dinner, respectively, dietary GL is the sum of the five meal GL values
or 25, and therefore the mean meal value is 5. GL peaks
over the mean occur at lunch and dinner, and exceed
the mean by 4 and 5, respectively. Therefore the GL
peak score, which represents the sum of the peak values,
is 9.
Assessment of insulin resistance

Insulin resistance was measured using the homeostasis
model assessment (HOMA), where HOMA = fasting
plasma insulin (mU/L) × fasting plasma glucose (mmol/
L)/22.5, as validated against the glucose clamp technique
[23]. Insulin resistant status was defined using a cut-off
point of HOMA ≥ 3.99 [24], which has been previously
evaluated in this population [22].
Confounding variables

Menopausal and hormone therapy (HT) status was
grouped as: premenopausal; using HT for ≥ 12 months;
or peri- or postmenopausal and using HT for <12
months. Family history was defined as a first-degree
blood relative diagnosed with type 1 or 2 diabetes mellitus (yes/no). Smoking was assessed in pack years and as
smoking status (never, current, ex-smoker). Physical
activity was classified as one of six levels based on incidental and purposeful exercise [25] and reclassified into
two levels (active: walk or other activity ≥ 2/week;
sedentary: walk or other activity <2/week), after statistical analyses showed no significant differences between
using two or six levels. Anthropometric measures were
collected by a trained operator using standard methodology [26]; waist and hip circumferences were measured to the nearest 0.1 cm, height was assessed to the
nearest 0.1 cm with a stadiometer (Holtain Ltd, Crymych, UK), and weight was measured to the nearest
0.01 kg using a Seca standing scale (BPS Instruments,
US). Body mass index (BMI) was calculated as weight
(kg) divided by height squared (m 2 ). Average daily
intakes of saturated fat, alcohol, dietary fibre and energy
were obtained from the diet history.
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status, physical activity level, and intakes of energy, alcohol, dietary fibre and saturated fat. Odds ratios were
used to describe the association with the glycemic variables on a per-unit basis. Results of odds ratios cannot
be directly compared across glycemic variables due to
different units of measure. Therefore, Nagelkerke’s R2
coefficients were used to compare the contributions
from the different glycemic measures. The R2 value was
noted in the full model that contained potential confounding variables as well as the dietary glycemic intake
variable of interest, and was compared to the baseline
R2 value of 0.529 for the model with the glycemic variable removed. R 2 values represent the ability of the
model to explain the variability of the outcome, and
range from 0 to 1, with larger values indicating a better
fit [27]. Standardised beta coefficients for each glycemic
variable were calculated by multiplying the beta coefficient obtained from the logistic regression model by the
standard deviation of the variable, allowing comparison
per standard deviation. Multivariate linear regression
models were used to investigate associations between
glycemic variables and the continuous measure of
HOMA. Log HOMA was used due to the skewed distribution of HOMA values.
A receiver operating characteristic curve [28] was used
to estimate sensitivity and specificity of the model with
the highest predictive ability. To produce a parsimonious model for prediction, the maximal logistic regression model for the most predictive dietary glycemic
intake variable was reduced by removing the least significant variable and refitting the model until all remaining
variables were significant at the 5% level. When insignificant variables were removed from the model, the
change in R2 coefficient was checked to ensure removal
of the variable had a minimal effect on the overall
model, and variables that had been removed were
retested in the parsimonious model.
Statistical analyses were conducted using the Statistical
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) for Windows (release
14.0) with statistical significance set to 5%.

Results
Statistical analysis

Subjects

Subject characteristics were compared using independent t-tests and chi-square tests. Nutrient intakes are
reported as mean ± standard deviation. Independent
t-tests were used to evaluate differences between dietary
glycemic intakes based on insulin resistant status. Bivariate correlations were used to investigate relationships
between the different measures of dietary glycemic
intake. Logistic regression models included the following
potential confounding variables, based on examination
of our data and previous research: age, age squared,
BMI, waist circumference, family history of diabetes, HT

Of the 511 subjects who commenced the LAW study,
470 completed a diet history for the current study. Reasons for non-completion were: unable to attend appointment (n = 24), illness (n = 13), declined to participate
(n = 2), and death (n = 2). Of the subjects who completed the diet history, 329 subjects had complete clinical, sociodemographic and lifestyle data and were
included in the analysis of GI, GL, GL/Mcal, carbohydrate and carbohydrate percentage. Reasons for exclusion were: identified as an under-reporter (n = 11), did
not meet the criterion of ≥ 85% of carbohydrate able to
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be allocated a GI value (n = 90), had diabetes (n = 23),
and did not give a fasting blood sample (n = 17). Characteristics of subjects in the included (n = 329) and
excluded (n = 182) groups did not differ significantly
except for BMI and waist to hip ratio, which were larger
in the excluded group (Table 1). Of the 329 subjects, 200
had GL data for each meal (≥ 85% of carbohydrate consumed per meal allocated GI values) and were used to
analyse breakfast, lunch and dinner GL, and GL peak
score. Subjects in the n = 329 and n = 200 groups were
similar in age (61.6 ± 10.4 versus 61.8 ± 10.3 years), BMI
(26.1 ± 4.4 versus 26.6 ± 4.9 kg/m2), prevalence of insulin
resistance (11.0% versus 10.5%) and energy intake (2.01 ±
0.31 versus 2.02 ± 0.31 Mcal), respectively. Within the n
= 329 group, there were no significant differences in
BMI, waist to hip ratio, activity level, HT status, smoking
status between subjects included in the n = 200 compared with the 129 excluded (data not shown).
Dietary glycemic carbohydrate

Scatter plots of glycemic carbohydrate variables against
raw HOMA scores (unadjusted for confounding variables) can be viewed in Additional File 1. Mean intakes
for all dietary glycemic carbohydrate variables were
higher in subjects with, compared to without, insulin
resistance; differences were significant for GL/Mcal, GL,
carbohydrate percentage, carbohydrate (g) and lunch
GL, and remained significant after adjusting for potential confounding variables in separate logistic regression
models (Table 2). There were no significant differences

in GL peak score between groups, however this variable
was significantly associated with insulin resistance after
adjusting for confounding factors. Correlations between
dietary glycemic variables were highest for dietary GL
versus carbohydrate (r = 0.92), GL/Mcal versus carbohydrate percentage (r = 0.86), GL/Mcal versus GL (r =
0.72), and GL peak score versus dinner GL (r = 0.72)
(all P < 0.01). The correlation between GL peak score
and GL was lower (r = 0.42, P < 0.01).
Of the nine measures, GL/Mcal contributed the most to
prediction of insulin resistant status with the largest
increase in Nagelkerke’s R2coefficient. Significant associations were also seen with GL, carbohydrate percentage, carbohydrate (g), GL peak score and lunch GL
(Table 2). Comparison of standardised beta coefficients
showed that carbohydrate (g), GL, carbohydrate percentage and GL/Mcal had the greatest impact per increase
of one standard deviation, with standardised beta coefficients of 1.8 and above; peak meal GL, lunch GL, dinner
GL and breakfast GL had standardised beta coefficients
of 0.7 and below (data not shown). No glycemic variables were significantly associated with HOMA as a
continuous variable in multivariate linear regression
models (Table 3). Comparison of the standardised beta
coefficients suggests that the four highest glycemic variable contributors to the linear regression models were
the same as those in the logistic regression models, but
in the reverse order; carbohydrate (g) was the highest
contributor per standard deviation, although differences
between variables were small.

Table 1 Characteristics of subjects in the LAW study (n = 511)
Characteristic
Age (years) (mean ± SD)

Included in glycemic intake
analysis (n = 329)

Not included in glycemic
intake analysis (n = 182)

P

61.7 ± 10.4

60.7 ± 11.0

0.37
0.68

Activity level (valid %)†
Active (walk or other activity ≥ 2/week)

66.0

63.9

Sedentary (walk or other activity <2/week)

34.0

36.1

2

27

Premenopausal

12.8

12.2

Using HT ≥ 12 months
Peri or postmenopausal, and using HT <12 months

43.8
43.4

46.3
41.5

9

141

Non-smoker

54.7

53.7

Ex-smoker

36.4

34.1

Current smoker

8.9

12.2

2

141

Missing (n)
Menopausal and hormone therapy (HT) status (valid %)†

Missing (n)

0.95

Smoking status (valid %)†

Missing (n)
Anthropometry (mean ± SD)
Body mass index (kg/m2)
Waist to hip ratio
†

0.78

26.5 ± 4.8

28.2 ± 5.8

<0.01

0.80 ± 0.1

0.81 ± 0.1

0.03

Valid % expresses the proportion of subjects with this characteristic when missing values are removed from both groups
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Table 2 Comparison of nine dietary glycemic intake variables and their relative contribution to prediction of insulin
resistant status in LAW study subjects (n = 200)
Mean glycemic intake†

Glycemic variable

Subjects with insulin
resistance (n = 19)

Odds of insulin
resistance§

Subjects with-out insulin
resistance (n = 181)

Odds ratio
(95%CI)

None (baseline)

Nagelkerke’s R2 coefficient¶
R2 value with
variable

Increase in
R2 value

P
value

0.529

n/a

n/a

Daily glycemic
measures:
GL per
megacalorie

68.1 ± 9.1

58.2 ± 9.1**

1.21
(1.09-1.36)**

0.674

0.145

<0.01

GL

141 ± 33

117 ± 23**

1.10
(1.04-1.16)**

0.671

0.142

<0.01

Carbohydrate
percentage

52.6 ± 5.1

46.6 ± 6.5**

1.36
(1.13-1.63)**

0.670

0.141

<0.01

Carbohydrate
(g)

265 ± 54

227 ± 43**

1.06
(1.03-1.10)**

0.668

0.139

<0.01

GI

56.8 ± 3.4

55.9 ± 4.8

1.09
(0.91-1.29)

0.536

0.007

0.35

GL peak score

38.9 ± 20.0

32.4 ± 10.8

1.06
(1.00-1.12)*

0.568

0.039

0.04

Lunch GL

33.4 ± 13.3

27.2 ± 9.5*

1.07
(1.00-1.14)*

0.566

0.037

0.04

Dinner GL

48.5 ± 25.1

41.8 ± 12.8

1.05
(0.99-1.10)

0.556

0.027

0.09

Breakfast GL

36.0 ± 12.7

30.5 ± 11.7

1.05
(0.99-1.13)

0.549

0.020

0.13

Meal glycemic
measures:

†

Independent t-tests used to compare subjects with and subjects without insulin resistance (defined as HOMA ≥ 3.99).
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
§
Logistic regression adjusted for age, age squared, waist circumference, body mass index, physical activity level, family history of diabetes, menopausal and
hormone therapy status, saturated fat, alcohol, dietary fibre and energy.
¶
Relative contributions to the predictive model of insulin resistant status, as measured by the increase in Nagelkerke’s R2 coefficient when individual glycemic
variables were included in the logistic regression model with potential confounding factors. A larger increase in R2 compared to baseline value indicates greater
prediction of insulin resistance in the model.
HOMA: homeostasis model assessment for insulin resistance. Glycemic variables are defined in the Methods section. GL: glycemic load, GI: glycemic index.

Table 3 Comparison of nine glycemic variables in multivariate linear regression models (n = 200) for prediction of log
HOMA†
Unstandardized Coefficients
Glycemic variable
Daily glycemic measures:
GL per megacalorie

Standardized Coefficients

B

Std. Error

Beta

P
0.20

0.006

0.005

0.084

GL

0.003

0.002

0.100

0.22

Carbohydrate percentage

0.014

0.008

0.132

0.06

Carbohydrate (g)

0.002

0.002

0.146

0.13

GI

-0.007

0.010

-0.047

0.47

GL peak score

-0.001

0.004

-0.021

0.72

Lunch GL
Dinner GL

0.003
0.000

0.004
0.003

0.048
-0.007

0.44
0.91

Breakfast GL

0.002

0.004

0.040

0.54

Meal glycemic measures:

†

Logistic regression adjusted for age, age squared, waist circumference, body mass index, physical activity level, family history of diabetes, menopausal and
hormone therapy status, saturated fat, alcohol, dietary fibre and energy.
HOMA: homeostasis model assessment for insulin resistance. Glycemic variables are defined in the Methods section. GL: glycemic load, GI: glycemic index.
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Models of insulin resistant status using GL per
megacalorie

classification (active), the curve predicted that probability of an association with insulin resistant status
increased from 0.1% at an intake of 42 GL/Mcal to 5.5%
at an intake of 74 GL/Mcal (Figure 1). The probability
equation was also used to investigate heterogeneity of
GL/Mcal for different subgroups of the study population. Curves generated within the younger (≤ 61 years)/
older (>61 years), sedentary (exercise frequency <2/
week)/active (exercise frequency ≥ 2/week) and smaller
waisted (≤ 88 cm)/larger waisted (>88 cm) showed similar shapes to the curve for the overall group. The steepest gradient of risk was observed in sedentary subjects,
with the probability of insulin resistance increasing from
0.6% at intakes of 42 GL/Mcal to 26.5% at intakes of 74
GL/Mcal. In active subjects the probability of insulin
resistance increased from <0.1% to 0.6% over the same
range of intakes and in subjects with larger waist circumferences the probability increased from 0.6% to
22.7% (Figure 1).

GL/Mcal was selected to develop a model of insulin
resistant status. Significant variables retained in the parsimonious model (n = 329) were age, age squared, waist
circumference, physical activity, energy intake and GL/
Mcal. The equation generated for the logistic regression
model was: Log (P/1-P) = -58.48 + 1.032 × age 0.007432 × age2 + 0.1068 × waist circumference - 1.274 ×
physical activity level + 2.292 × daily energy intake +
0.1186 × GL/Mcal, where P equals the probability of
being insulin resistant. A receiver operating characteristic
curve was generated to measure how accurately the
model categorised subjects into insulin resistant or noninsulin resistant status with optimal sensitivity and specificity [28]. The P value in the odds equation that had the
smallest difference between sensitivity and specificity
with the highest possible result was 0.0983, assuming
equal importance of sensitivity and specificity. This
point corresponded to a sensitivity of 0.83 and specificity
of 0.86.
To investigate the model further, mean values for covariates were placed in the logistic regression equation
and variation in GL/Mcal was set from 42 to 74 to
represent the middle 90% of values in the population.
For the subject group (n = 329) with mean age 61.7
years, waist circumference 83.7 cm, energy intake 2.01
Mcal, and the most frequent physical activity

Discussion
We explored multiple and novel measures of dietary glycemic carbohydrate in a group of older Australian
women to provide insight into which variables were
most predictive of an association with insulin resistance.
Mean intakes for all glycemic measures were consistently higher in women who were insulin resistant compared to those who were not insulin resistant. Contrary

Figure 1 Predictive model of insulin resistance in LAW study women (n = 329) at differing intakes of GL per megacalorie (GL/Mcal).
The predictive model uses average values in subgroups of women who were younger (≤ 61 years) or older (>61 years), sedentary (exercise
frequency <2/week) or active (exercise frequency ≥ 2/week), and with smaller waist circumference (≤ 88 cm) or larger waist circumference (>88
cm), in comparison with the overall group (n = 329). Variables for the models are based on mean subject values, with an age of 61.7 years, waist
circumference of 83.7 cm, physical activity level classification of active, and energy intake of 2.01 Mcal.
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to our hypothesis however, the largest contributors to
prediction of insulin resistance, independently of other
risk factors, were the daily glycemic measures rather
than meal based measures (Table 2). Our data suggest
GL/Mcal was the glycemic variable that had the highest
contribution to the prediction of insulin resistance.
Adjusting for overall energy intake, in the form of GL/
Mcal, increased the predictive ability with insulin resistant status compared to the GL unadjusted. This could
be especially important when examining dietary glycemic intake in relation to disease risk in more diverse
population groups with wider variations in energy
requirements due to gender, age or physical activity.
The GL/Mcal became more clinically important in subjects who were older, sedentary or had a larger waist circumference, as these factors potentiated the effect
(Figure 1).
The difference in predictive ability of the four highest
contributing glycemic variables (GL/Mcal, GL, carbohydrate (g) and carbohydrate percentage) was minor,
with a separation of only 0.006 in Nagelkerke’s R2 coefficients between the first and fourth placed variables.
These four glycemic variables were also the highest
contributors per standard deviation to prediction of
HOMA as a continuous variable. As carbohydrate is
used to calculate GL, this was partly due to colinearity
between the measures. The advantage of using the GL
over carbohydrate in prediction of insulin resistance in
this population is slight. Therefore in practice, the prescription of carbohydrate reduction may be simpler to
follow than reducing GL, as long as intakes of dietary
fibre, vitamins, and minerals remain nutritionally adequate. The type of fat used to replace carbohydrate
should also be considered, as an increase in saturated
fat has the potential to raise low-density lipoprotein
cholesterol [29].
The lack of significant associations when using
HOMA as a continuous variable suggests that relationships between insulin resistance and glycemic intake
variables may be more noticeable when subjects with
higher HOMA values are identified as a separate group.
Causality cannot be inferred due to the cross-sectional
design, however our results support further investigation
of the effect of dietary glycemic intake on development
of insulin resistance.
A unique aspect of this study was investigation of the
association between insulin resistance and dietary glycemic carbohydrate on a meal basis. Post-prandial glucose
response can vary with the time of day. In previous studies, plasma glucose concentrations were higher after
breakfast than lunch, despite a lower GL for the breakfast meal [30] or when both breakfast and lunch contained the same type and amount of cereal [31]. In our
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study, lunch GL but not breakfast or dinner GL, was a
significant predictor of insulin resistance when adjusted
for confounding factors. The relevance of lunch per se
is not clear; however evidence for the possible importance of lunch in relation to risk of chronic disease was
also seen in a five-year prospective study, in which
blood glucose concentrations after lunch predicted cardiovascular events in women with diabetes [32].
We also used the analysis of GL on a meal basis to
conceptualise the GL peak score, a new measure
designed to represent the magnitude of glycemic peaks
at meals during the day. The magnitude of postprandial
hyperglycemia has been shown to influence the degree
of oxidation of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol in
subjects with diabetes [33] and oxidative stress in
healthy subjects [34]. For comparison with a disease
outcome such as insulin resistance, it was hypothesised
that a measure of hyperglycemic spikes could be a more
relevant predictor of the glycemic potential than the
daily measures used in previous studies. We designed
the GL peak score to express the magnitude of GL
peaks during the day, relative to each subject’s mean
dietary GL, and to quantify high peaks across all meals,
not just the single meal with the highest peak. While
our data indicated that a dietary pattern consisting of
relatively high peaks was a significant independent predictor of insulin resistance, the contribution was less
than that of the dietary GL. Depending on the degree of
fluctuation of meal GL values, a subject with a high GL
peak score can have a low or a high dietary GL, as evident in the relatively low correlation we observed
between these two measures (r = 0.42). However, the
potential impact of these alternatives on insulin resistance is not clear from our data. The use of mean meal
GL to calculate the GL peak score may also have misrepresented subjects who alternated between missing
meals and consuming large meals (for example, at
breakfast). While the technique we developed to calculate GL peak score was carefully considered, further
research may suggest another technique that provides a
more optimal measure of hyperglycemic peaks for comparison with chronic disease status.
A strength of our study was the comprehensive assessment of usual dietary glycemic intake by diet history
interviews. This allowed us to quantify individual carbohydrate serve sizes to optimise the precision in our estimates of dietary glycemic carbohydrate, and provided
data on meal patterns. A possible limitation to application of this research to the wider population is that the
BMI and waist circumference of subjects in this analysis
were lower than other subjects in the larger LAW study
(Table 1), in part due to exclusion of women with diabetes for the current analyses.
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Conclusion
Of the six glycemic variables that were significant predictors of insulin resistant status, there was little difference between dietary GL, either corrected or
uncorrected for energy, dietary carbohydrate or carbohydrate expressed as a percentage of total energy. Due to
the greater association with these daily measures compared with meal measures such as GL peak score and
lunch GL, we conclude that insulin resistance in the
LAW women was more closely associated with average
dietary glycemic variables than with glycemic variables
representing individual meal variations. Although GL/
Mcal was the highest contributor to prediction of insulin resistant status in logistic regression models, the
daily carbohydrate variables showed similar values, and
performed slightly better in prediction of insulin resistance in linear regression models using HOMA as a
continuous variable. Our results suggest that in this
population of older women, the potential benefit to
insulin resistance offered by a lower GL diet may be
similar to lowering daily carbohydrate intake, assuming
nutritional targets are met for other dietary aspects.
Abbreviations Used
GI: Glycemic index; GL: glycemic load; GL/Mcal: GL
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